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walk, take in some object at a distance which will
take you some time to reach; while .walking toward,
the gaze steadily at it as long as you can without
impairing vision, causing weariness to the eyes, wink-
ing, or tears to flaw, as in weeping. The habit of
steady gazing can be cultivated in many ways. The
most trying is to look at a bright light—a jet of gas
or lime-light—for a certain period, and in such a way
as to cultivate the physical assurance of usweariness
or inferiority when looking at a human being. Any
sign of weakness, such as inability to look at a person,
about to be mesmerised steadily and for a length of
time, would be prejudicial to successful results. The
. eyes should indicate strength of purpose, and show no-
sign of weakness. For this the optic nerve and the
muscles of the eyes and eyelids must be educated for
their work.
Having gone so far in the cultivation of the
gaze, commence to use to some purpose. If at a
place of amusement or at a lecture, sitting behind
some one, look steadily at the nape of the neck, with
the intention of giving them a desire to turn round*
This can be done by persevering practice—a small
percentage of successes will soon show you what can
be done. You will begin to realise that the conscious
direction of iwill by the eye becomes a most subtle
and powerful mode or vehicle of thought.
The mesmerist must be powerful, and his sub*
jects very sensitive receptive, and well educated^
before the operations of will wholly and solely, are
to be depended upon. It is "not only right to culti-
vate the will, but the means whereby it may be best
expressed or conveyed.
Having cultivated the gaze, learn to make the
passes. A little practice is necessary. All passes
should be made quietly, easily, and gracefully, and
In some respects with all the naturalness and kindli-
ness with which a mother would pet a babe, or a
good nurse soothe the pains of a sick person. At the
same time, all passes should be made with purpose—

